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- Empathic Sciences© can be understood in technical terms via 
conceptualized psychoenergetic interpretive frameworks to 
encompass intuitive, historic, quantum, and restorative levels 
of generative energy-information currency relay at minimum. 

- Empathy intersects IQ/EQ/SQ 'quotas'. Transdisciplinary 
grounded theory helps to articulate collective putative reality 
and universality. 

- Empathic Sciences© accelerated learning modeling at higher 
conductivity produces radical, novel implicit-explicit data 
categories, typologies, indexes, taxonomies, symbolism, 
dynamic collections processes, guided unknown future 
applications, and emerging critical intelligence systems 
architectures.
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- Empathic Sciences© serves equity social healing, community- 
based analysis modeling because most humans can access, 
utilize, and generate new knowledge from empathetic 'EQ' and 
'SQ' exchanges. Empathy is important to acknowledging past 
harms and transformative targeted universalism enactments. 

- Distributed Voice reparations via PIT public interest technology 
co-governance/conscious policy design can be improved by 
scaled HCDE/AI and HC2T empathic collaboration skills 
development or CSD, via 'smart city' civic engagement, voting 
mobility, university networks, and social services platforms.

- Experiential intuition relays multi-variant conscious, psychic, 
co-creative spectrum, psychoenergetic, symbolic, instinctive, 
transformational, non-local, and revelatory knowledge. 

- Intuition executive parietal routes of relevance translate 
'knowledge sourcing' via higher mental-modality 'SQ' spiritual 
intelligence accelerated higher conductivity.

- Empathic Sciences© elevates 'EQ' emotional intelligence 
research by refining researcher understanding about intuition 
filters like human clairsentience, clairvoyance, clairaudience, 
clairgustivity, and other telekinetic capabilities inventories that 
can be modeled into HCDE/AI/HC2T immersion programming. 

SUMMARY: Early 'EQ' researchers regarded emotional empathy as categorical, behavioral, and requiring valid constructs, etc.  Today, Empathic Sciences©  
advances HCDE/AI human computer design engineering and art ificial intelligence technology solut ions. ... 'new physics' putat ive instrumentat ions elevate 
Empathic Sciences© research. Not merely ability, skill, and trait  modeling of the past era, but accelerated learning models at higher conduct ivity. Trans- 
disciplinary, grounded theory helps to convey our collect ive putat ive reality and universality.  For example, empathic 'SQ' spiritual intelligence quota 
intersects 'EQ' emotional intelligence quota and 'IQ' intellectual intelligence quota but does not evolve from it .  Being observable, innate, veritable, and 
putat ive; or can/not be measured by scient ific instrumentat ion.  Rather, innate 'SQ' empathic facilit ies are quickened and refined by psychoenerget ic 
coupling, ascendary non-locality, universality, and potent iated intent ionality as adroit ly art iculated by the psychic adept. For instance, empathic realms, 
realit ies, and t imelines may be percept ibly translatable by the psychic adept.  Agility empathet ic percept ivity demonstrat ion, 'efficiency behavior patterns 
and select ion habits' may also be translated by the psychic adept.  And 'SQ' higher mental-modalit ies networks, universality human consciousness, and 
parietal execut ive developmental rout ing relevance which intersect the biophysiological sent ience and ascendary mult i-sensory 'capabilit ies inventories'   
can also be art iculated by the psychic adept paradigmatically shift ing scient ific discovery. 

Empathic Sciences© can be conceptualized to encompass intuit ive, historic, 
quantum, and restorat ive levels of generat ive energy-information relay at 
minimum. The experient ial (intuit ive-empathic), social t ransference 
(historic-empathic), cosmic relevance (quantum-empathic), and evolut ional 
confluence (restorat ive-empathic) aspects of translat ing human 
consciousness via psychoenerget ics sciences® requires expert psychic 
analysis serving heightened systems sciences design theory for a new 
millennium of scient ific discovery. For example, 'smart machine' HCDE/AI 
immersive human computer design engineering design, from revelatory 
'SQ' spiritual intelligence, psychic 'quota' art iculat ion  for the express 
purposes of radically elevated scient ific advances. 

21st Century 'new physics' means 'SQ' Engineers© operate within today's 
scient ifically validated accelerated higher conduct ivity fields of coherence. 
New 'SQ' Engineering©  core competencies will emerge. Routine HCDE/AI 
interact ions will t ranslate putat ive conventions of 'Source' suffusion that 
will redefine our relat ionship to t ime and space, each other, and planet. 

Next level 'SQ' empathic 'capabilit ies inventories' will make S2SI 
'spirit -to-systems' intelligence© smart machines possible and HC2T 
'consciousness-2-technology'© a reality.  'SQ' etymology will expand 
programming syntax, evolving formal logic.  

- Gateway for 'field of possibility' empathic-to-environmental 
scanning, energy-information, taxographical and lay line, 
phantom retrieval, and historical sense making.

- Timeline interpretation, non-locality accumulations, 
aggro-ecumenical, and disseminating of past/ present/ future 
social construction events.

- Empathic anthro-ethno-plenary 'records, memories, and 
momentum' energy-information blueprints, phenomena, and 
paradigmatics translations are useful for 'smart city' urban 
study, and climate change prevention, and UN SDG's, etc.

- 'SQ Engineering© empathic sciences will change the ways 
'futures artistry' collaboration global responsiveness training 
technology is used for new millennium problem solving.  

- Virtual reality (VR) may be a precursor to worked examples... 
next steps in Empathic Sciences© science and technology.

- Quantum ES© interpretations challenge the macro-enlargement 
of systems sciences design perspectives, theorem, critical 
justice praxis, and cross-sector/ industry applications. 

- Cosmic universality 'geometrical purpose blueprint' insignias 
and encoded language translation is key to HCDE/AI immersion 
programming. 'SQ? spiritual quota ?knowledge sourcing? 
transcripts© will be the firmware of the future via translatable 
putative 'new physics' quanta phenomena. 

- Subtle energies have coalesced to a 21st Century ascension 
phenomenon on Earth that will radically shift how humans 
ascertain co-creative power and source knowledge. 'Source' 
immersion events captured by putative psychoenergetics 
instruments revealing coupled energy-currencies, frequencies, 
calibrations, and vibrational purpose will redefine our 
relationship to time and space, each other, and planet. 
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